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Creation of wiki page: enter description and wiki page name is suggested (but editable)

Status
● Open

Subject
Creation of wiki page: enter description and wiki page name is suggested (but editable)

Version
4.x

Category
● Feature request

Feature
Wiki (page view, edit, history, rename, etc)
Search engine optimization (SEO)

Lastmod by
Marc Laporte

Rating
★★★★★ ★★★★★ (0) 📞

Description
Goal: Making is easy to use description field without needing to duplicate data entry

Say I use Tiki for terminology.

If I use the wiki page name for terms, I will end up with many weird characters in the URL.

If I use the description for the term, I still need to enter a cleaner/shorter wiki page name.

This is an unnecessary step.

Create wiki page could be full term, and accents and special characters are suggested (but overrideable)

Importance
2

Demonstrate Bug

Ticket ID
2719